VISIONARY

“

We are proud to support AWESOME
and the strong female leaders that make
up this diverse global supply chain. One
of our company values is 'In It Together,'
and I truly believe that amazing things
happen when we all work as a team.

Christina Bottis
Chief Marketing Officer at Coyote

Coyote Logistics is a proud supporter of AWESOME, a leader in
driving women in supply chain forward.
From fleet managers to owner-operators, from 3PL executives to
procurement directors at major companies, women play vital roles
in every type of company across the industry.
Coyote remains inspired by the hard-working female members of
the supply chain and stands grounded in the principles of its vision:
We Lead. We Innovate. We Move the World’s Freight — Forward.

coyote.com
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We are proud to
participate in the 2020
AWESOME Symposium
I am honored to lead a team committed to inspiring possibilities
through the limitless power of beauty. This includes enabling
fulfilling careers for our 45,000 passionate associates – 92% of
whom are women – who bring their diverse insights to the center
of how we differentiate and grow. At Ulta Beauty, we aspire to
be beauty at its most inclusive, and are thrilled to support
organizations like AWESOME committed to lifting up women
leaders in supply chain. I believe the connections and community
that AWESOME has built will unleash the potential of so many
talented women, with every success story representing a
meaningful step toward helping us create a world without limits.
MARY DILLON | CEO ULTA BEAUTY

Ulta Beauty supports
supply chain initiatives
to transform into a more
diverse and inclusive
workplace for women
in leadership.
We leverage the power of unique perspectives
and talents along with constant training and
education to shape how the world sees and
experiences beauty.
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